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Introduction

Metaverse Monkeys are a collection
of 999 beautiful, industry-first, AI-
generated NFT’S that deliver value
by granting each individual holder
access to an exclusive wealth-
building network. As well as the
merits of being involved in a
powerful brand alongside the clout
of owning an ape that provides
real-world status.

They were made to reward users of
the Tier 7 network, by transforming
what would normally be a
subscription liability into an asset.

Introduced to the market by Tier 7,
led by CryptoShadow, it is as much
of an experiment as it is a leap
forward in transforming the Crypto
group industry as a whole. Let’s dive
in.
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The truth about the current NFT industry is that (being in its infancy)
most NFT’S are poor-quality cartoons that offer the user nothing in
return (apart from speculation or perceived value). You mint an NFT,
you hold it & hope that you are part of a speculative crew that
manages to shill the art into popularity. Despite the promise of a flashy
future, the common route is for a project to burn bright for a time and
then fade away into embarrassing degradation. As they were designed
to. Whilst the true holders get absolutely slaughtered.

The problem with this then is that not only are mint projects subject to
rugs but there is a great effort in marketing the project and little interest
in securing their network as a whole. Nor do 99.9% of NFT projects offer
anything other than ‘being the owner of a speculative cartoon’.

Unless you are a master flipper, the risk is inherently high. 

The Current Industry Problem

This is not what we represent or what we offer: but the opposite.
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Five Value Proposition

Serving Holders Through Four Value Propositions
(Think About This One!)

MM’s were made to evolve this mechanism through the application
of direct value & ticket ownership. It does this through six formats:

As Art Pieces That Stand On Their Own Merits

As An Asset Attached To Real World Value

As A Tradeable Membership Pass You
OWN - “Trade Your Ownership”

We have designed some of the best NFT ape art in the
space to date. Each art piece is so beautifully reared that
we expect the art itself to produce its own speculative
economy.

Each NFT is a ticket and login pass to an elite investment
community, where the individual will get access to
world-class education, timely info, market context
guidance, and exclusive investments. All from a
community that has a proven track record.

The asset acts as a membership pass that is tradeable.
This means you are able to sell your subscription as an
asset to somebody else if you either want to leave the
community, or you have finished learning. This
completely removes the risk as a consumer. In short,
your ownership can be traded. 
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As A High Networth Status Symbol

As A Multi Faceted Scarce Investment

As Entry Into A Rare Collaborative
Environment

Access To Community Perks Down
The Line Such As Merch & Events

Each NFT acts as a status symbol, because it
grants the user access into an already
functioning network, is scarce & highly likely set
for appreciation. This becomes stronger as the
network inevitably grows - the definition of an
investment.

The investment doesn’t just give you access to
a speculative appreciating status symbol, but
also the payouts of everything the NFT grants
you access to.

“The possibility of having one server, where
everyone is trained to think in similar ways, is
an asset that is useful because for traders,
eyes and ideas are the lifeblood of profitability.
Those of you whom you will connect with in the
Tier7/MM network are likely to be competent to
a minimum standard.

Being a first generation holder will give you
access to exclusive airdrops, merch, events,
whitelist access & anything else the network
chooses to expand into or provide.
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USP

The USP is that this is an industry first because of how it combines the idea
of collaborative value, an NFT representing a real world educational good,
an access key for an investment group & rare generated art all in one mint.

It is as much of an investment into the future as it is an investment into the
art itself. Being in the last quarter of a Crypto bear market, the correct time
to mint is now.

What is the clear is that these NFT’s are special because they reward
you for minting & holding them. Through also giving you the option to
re-sell your NFT to transfer access, it also transfers the idea of a
liability into a useful asset.

Art & Rarity
Assess to future Mints

Rarity Perks

Pro Education Access
Investment Access

High N/W Group Access
Community Perks

Re-sellable For Profit
Retainable for scarcity

Possibil ity to make $

The most important talking point for anyone wondering whether they
should mint an MM, therefore, is that its primary value comes from what
it represents - access to rare education & a chance to be a better
trader or investor.

RR FACTORS
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““ This group have been a game changer on everything for me.... A group of
pro traders that doing this for years & are extremely experimented. No
blabla, only execution & proof. I'm now an happy owner of my first house,
been fully independant from trading for almost a year now”

“Been here for a long time... I learned everything and I know what I am doing.
I have already convinced myself that I am now an a level to actually trade
alone”

“Been in this group the last 6 months, and it has been the best time of my 4
year long crypto «career». Would recommend T7 Pro to everyone interested
in learning and taking their trading to the next level.”

““The level of educational content is second to none, and as someone who
wants to learn to trade vs just looking for signals to copy, this presents the
most value to me”

The Success Of Tier 7 Network

Word Class Training

What is important for minters to note is that the network that the NFT grants
access to is not new, but old & has been running successfully for four years.
It is a pass to an already functioning community that has on record helped
its members to produce millions.

This therefore helps it by definition move away from being a speculative bet
- but a useful asset. This can be seen in these following testimonials: 

The Tier 7 seven principle training is also something to be taken seriously -
because it is discretionary content that has a flavor that cannot be found
anywhere else in the Crypto space, an ascending numerical process that
traverses seven areas of mastery.

Psychology

Approach Preparation and Execution

Trend Analysis and
Techniques

Review & edge
building

Market Mechanics

Risk Management
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What Risk Do I Have As A Minter? 

Due to the mechanism of this NFT, minting a MM has
extremely low because there are simply so many angles at
which value is offered or attached,

This brings together some of the
most important qualities an asset
should boast: Scarcity, utility, value
& ownership autonomy.

it is attached to real value and…

The NFT can be resold to others for a markup to
transfer access and…

Being part of a profitable community opens
the floor for consistent asymmetric returns
over time and…

Holding the NFT serves as a stake in a
community that you can influence and
participate in and

It’s very unlikely the NFT’S are going to be
resold en mass on the second market and

First generation mints will give you access to priority whitelisting
for the second gen as-well as make you eligible for free airdrops
from the Tier 7 community. 
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Project EvolutionProject Evolution

Partner With Other Networks &
Onboard More Prominent Members

It goes without saying that since the
very idea of our network is to
provide access to both information
and opportunities that would not
otherwise be possible (or much
more difficult) after / during launch
we are planning to partner with
other networks & groups in order to
provide mutual benefit to all
holders.

Now we are already connected to
both private groups, societies,
subscription services & information
sources that provide us with
information (that we do not
disclose) but we plan to expand our
network by sharing some of these
publically.

We already have a few lined up as-
well as presence from many
prominent investors and or traders.

If you’re not already convinced, it’s also important to consider
how we plan to grow this space & network throughout these next
years. Let’s proceed section by section to break this down.
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Grow From The Thousand Man Gold Hunt

Expand Into Wealth Protection For The
Fourth Industrial Revolution

We have said multiple times across our promotions that our community can
be described as a ‘thousand man gold hunt’. Utilising the power of the network
is absolutely something we plan to do. This means filtering and presenting all
the ideas that our members find / present within our services & featuring the
ones that we are sure will work / are clearly prominent. This also means
allowing the community to vote on suggestions and which way they would like
the platform to evolve.

Times are very difficult in 2022 and we are planning for the world to become an
even more difficult place as the ascent of Ai shakes the world to its core. Many
Crypto traders and investors have become rich but still have very little access
or knowledge on what to do with their wealth. For the coming times, we will
expand the Tier 7 network when our second generation mint drops by opening
up a second part of the network ‘Tier 7 - wealth and life protection’
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Community Rankings & Collaboration

In order to inspire a collaborative environment within our servers,
members that prove to be an asset to the network as a whole
will get the following benefits

Free second generation NFT airdrops

A free airdrop of one of the 1.5th generation
expansion we are dropping in February

Feature these accounts on our social
networks & boost their following

Invite these individuals to collaborate with
us in small circles 
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Roadmap

Step 01

Step 03

Step 05

Step 07

Step 02

Step 04

Step 06

Step 08

Whitepaper Discord Server and Twitter
Creation (Done), open public whitelist, allow
registration for the top 20 (done)

Integrate successful minters onto our
platform & our private Twitter circle 
December 10th

bull run begins. Run group
collaboration competitions within
our server (20th feb)

Minting sell out on November 21st

Expand our network by integrating
ten new network partners onboard
January 20th

Drop thirty free MM air drops for the top-
ranked users in the first three months
(10th February)

Tweak our network via community votes,
in order to find what we can tweak and
provide

Release second generation mint and
expand the tier 7 network into
assistance for the emerging fourth
industrial revolution: tax efficiency, life
and asset protection, lifestyle
assistance, wealth protection methods,
life protection (April 20th)
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Your Benefits From Minting A 1st Gen

For the price of a mobile phone, minting a first generation MM provides you with
these exact benefits (versus those who come in on a second generation mint) 

A First Gen Pass Acts As A Pass To ALL Expansions

Access All Expansions
Second Generation Holders
Do Not Get A Master Pass

First mover advantage Ranked NFT

You will be able to access all
expansions of the NFT network,
for example, wealth protection
for the fourth industrial
revolution will require a second
gen nft to access. 

Second generation holders will
not be able to access the
exclusive wealth building
section, educational course or
access to our exclusive
investments. By minting a 1st
generation it acts as a master
key to all subsequent networks. 

Minting an MM at mint price
will ensure that you do not pay
a premium or to wait to
purchase your pass on a
second market that will likely
be more expensive and not
come.

If you manage to mint an NFT
from the top three ranks - you
are highly secured against risk
& will be rewarded for owning
some of the most beautiful art
in Crypto
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Rarity Scales & What They Will Get You

Legendary, Galactic and Ultra Rare Mints 

Free permanent access to the education &
investment hub for life
Free permanent access to Tier 7 network for life
Access to to a ‘legendary’ only room where
influencers & rare minters will hangout
Priority Voting Rights On Server Propositions
Priority access to future NFT mints for the
second generation collection
Free airdrops when or if they are made
Extra perks that are voted in by owners in these
three categories
Great chance for price appreciation, rarity and
clout

Free permanent access to the education &
investment hub for life
Free permanent access to Tier 7 network for life
Priority access to future NFT mints for the
second-generation collection
Free airdrops when or if they are made

Without a MM You will not be able to get access
to the tier 7 educational hub or investment
portal, nor will you will not be able to gain
access to the Tier 7 discord

This may change in the future, but only as it
applies to the course. The network itself is
closed to all that do not own a mint, unless we
have manually added members to our
discretion to benefit the network. 

*Anyone that was considered part of the 50 early
backers will get access to an early backers private
lounge, as we would like to do nothing more than reward
those that have supported us for years.

Rare or Normal Mints

Without A Mint
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Minting Details

Mint Date 2 Public Whitelisters: The mint is scheduled
for November the 17th

Total Public Mints Available: 929

Mints Taken By The Private Early Backers Whitelist: 50

Top 20 Whitelist Mints Available: 20

Influencer Custom Mints Available: 15

Minting Period of
Time: Ongoing

Max Mints Per Wallet: 1

Mint Price: 999$ in Solana

Mint Platform: Website TBA

Mint Contract: Solana

Mint and Whitelist Details

Mint Date 1 Private Whitelisters: November 16th

Bonus Drops Available: 15
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Whitelist Details

Top 20 Whitelist

Whilst we want to make sure everyone can get in, we cannot ensure this
occurs because there are only 999 mints available.

Priority on our public whitelist will be given to those that have something
to offer the network or those that demonstrate socially that they have
provided us with benefit (such as written a thread socially, written a
medium post on us, been a great help to other members in our telegram
or produced content for us without us asking)

The top 20 whitelist is a minting whitelist that is outside the jurisdiction of
public and private mints. It is a reserved ultra rare or legendary for those
that provide us with something useful. 
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You can get a spot in the top twenty
by doing one of the following

Get a referral from someone already in
Tier 7 that's on the private MM whitelist
(10 left)

Join our panel as an NFT advisor
with a big following (Limited To 4
Spots)

Make us something we like & use
(promo video, thread, explainer paper,
video, graphics) (3 spots)

Make a viral thread about MM that
is clearly retweeted by others (3
left)
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Bonus Drops

Bonus Mint: Galactic

Bonus mints are metaverse monkey NFT’s that, when minted, come
with a special feature. There are two categories of bonus drops
equalling a total of 15.

If you are able to get your hands on one of 10 galactic ranked
monkeys (which are the absolute rarest tier available) the minting
contract will send you back all of your solana and the mint will be
absolutely free!
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Bonus Mint: Dual

If you are able to get your hands on a ‘twin NFT’ - which are any of
the twin baby monkey’s hiding within the NFT mints - you will get to
bring a friend in absolutely free. This friend will not own an NFT but
they will be able to use the network as if they own your NFT.
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FAQ

1. What Happens If We Resell A Mint? How Does It Work? 

2. Will The NFT Rewards Ever Change?

Yes a secondary collection is already under production and MM
holders will either be given priority whitelist or be given a free
airdrop depending on their rank. 

 All NFT’S can be resold to another user to transfer your MM
membership.
 Every resold NFT transfers any permanent access you have to
another individual.

1.

2.

Each 1st generation will always serve as a lifetime pass to the
educational course, the investment network and everything that
comes with it. 

Aside from this, Tier 7 reserves the right to change the rewards
associated with the NFT, such as what extra perks come with each
type of NFT. If the change is significant, it will be needed to be
voted in via a vote that has the vote of 50% + of affected members. 

Such changes would only ever be to benefit the community, so
should a proposition be drafted into proposal by Tier 7, it cannot be
passed if the community disagrees against it with a unanimous
vote of over 50%. 

3. Will There Be Other NFT’S Released In The Collection?
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Yes they absolutely will be expanded. As the community strengthens
and grows, we plan to hold unique events for individuals to connect
& network alongside many other upcoming ideas. A description can
be found in the ‘Project Evolution’ section. 

4. Will Community Perks Be Expanded? 

5. Can Influencers Get Involved and Be Rewarded?

5. Are There Conflicts of Interest? Can I Join I own or am
part of another crypto company or network? 

6. Can we be banned from the Tier 7 network by not
following the rules?

Influencers can get involved in the project in two ways. Either through
us approaching you or through a referral for someone who is already
involved.

If you are chosen to be involved as an influencer, you will get a
customary fresh made legendary for you which comes with all the
perks that a legendary MM holds. 

There will also be no conflict of interest. Our intention is for us to work
together. You can also be an MM holder even if you are a head of a
different community.

Yes. We will ban you from the tier 7 network if you have for example
shared our content externally without due permission.

A full list of rules will be found in our Discord server and website post
mint.
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